Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 5: Unit 15

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
2. struggle
4. to express dissatisfaction
6. to provide with needed items
8. The word can't has one.
11. clothing collected for cleaning
13. one who buys goods to sell them
14. a smaller relative of the whale
16. buy
18. unable to read
20. extremely cold
23. shake
25. The ___ of a school is to educate.
28. ten times ten
29. complicated
30. one's sense of right and wrong

Down
1. hire
3. a child whose parents have died
5. even though
7. to remove the contents
9. Give an ___ to show what you mean.
10. a response to humor
12. a national song
15. one of two people who work together
17. plainly
19. tiny brown spots on the skin
21. a very young baby
22. It holds a ship in place at sea.
24. playfully naughty behavior
26. to make better
27. thief
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